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Abstract
Long waves now frozen high and hard on sand, Divorced from an angry broken mass of sea
Still seek a freedom of movement foreign to land-...
Winter Storm 
by 
Joie Hand 
English 4 
Long waves now frozen high and hard on sand, 
Divorced from an angry broken mass of sea 
Still seek a freedom of movement foreign to land — 
Becoming nothing more than memory. 
The man, feeling a similar weight within, 
Accepts a kinship towards the trapped stiff forms, 
Remembers past and freer places he's been 
And rages helpless against these silent storms. 
Boldly, he walks across the barren field 
To the edge dividing liquid motion from rest, 
And curses all the forces stopping to yield 
Their loved existence at death's empty request. 
He too remains silent upon the sand 
And gives himself to the chill and lifeless land. 
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